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1 Introduction

Over the past three years, in collaboration with sev-
eral domain scientists, we have studied the needs of a
wide range of experimental disciplines, developed solutions
to some of the basic problems in experiment management,
and have made significant progress towards implementing
a simple Desktop Experiment Management Environment
(DEME) called Zoo. Our work has proceeded in a tight loop
between developing generic experiment management tech-
nology that is implemented in a generic tool, Zoo, installing
customized enhancements of the tool that constitute full sys-
tems (complete Customized Desktop Experiment Manage-
mentSystems (CDEMSs)) in laboratories � of interest, and
using the provided feedback to guide our research direc-
tions.

The overall Zoo project has been described in the 1996
VLDB Conference [7]. Specific aspects of the project and
some of the Zoo modules have also been discussed else-
where: the role of schemas in Zoo [5], the theoretical frame-
work used for schema visualization [2] and the resulting
prototype schema manager [3, 6], the data model and query
language [8], and the object-to-file translator [1]. In this
short paper, we first outline the overall architecture of Zoo
�
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The term ‘laboratory’ indicates any scientific environment where ex-
periments are conducted, be it a physical laboratory in the traditional sense,
or a virtual laboratory involving scientists collaborating across the net-
work, simulation-based modeling, etc.

[7] and then discuss the particular experiment that we are
demonstrating at SSDBM-9.

Figure 1. Overall architecture of Zoo

2 Architecture of Zoo

The overall architecture of Zoo and a resulting CDEMS
is shown in Figure 1. Blocks with white background are
generic Zoo modules and files; for ease of reference, a short
description of these modules is shown in Table 1. Blocks
with gray background must be generated separately for each
complete Zoo-based CDEMS. Blocks with striped back-
ground are external systems with which a given CDEMS
needs to communicate.

Module Description

EMU Experimentation manager
FOX Declarative object-oriented query language
FROG Visual tool for specifying mappings between

Moose objects and Ascii files
HORSE Object-oriented database server based on

Moose and Fox
MOOSE Object-oriented data model
OPOSSUM Visual schema manager
SQUID Visual query manager
TURTLE Translator between Moose objects and Ascii files

Table 1. Alphabetical list of Zoo modules with
short descriptions

At the core of the system is Horse (Heavy-duty Object
Repository for Scientific Experiments), its database server.



It is based on the Moose (Modeling Objects Of Scientific
Environments) object-oriented data model and the Fox
(Finding Objects of eXperiments) query language [4, 8],
which we have designed for Zoo. Horse is implemented us-
ing the Informix relational DBMS as a storage server, with
Fox statements being translated into SQL. Moose supports
various kinds of object classes, Any relationship from class
A to class B may be specified as derived, implying that for
each A instance, the related B instance is constructed or
identified based on other objects that are (indirectly) con-
nected to the A instance via other relationships. The con-
struction or identification is through a Fox query and may
require processing by an external system that receives as
input a file containing (parts of) these other objects.

The details of the rest of the modules are not important
and can be found elsewhere [7]. The role of each one will
become clear in Section 4, where the operation of Zoo is
described. This is done in the context of the particular ex-
periment from soil sciences that we are demonstrating at the
conference, which we describe in the next section.

3 A Soil Science Experiment

The ability to accurately model the routing of water
through a watershed or agricultural area (Figure 2) is ben-
eficial in a number of different applications. Numerous
runoff

�

models exist to predict watershed response to rain-
fall, runoff, and sediment delivery, but these are typically
very empirically-based and specific to the sites at which
they were developed.

Motivated by this lack of general tools, we have been
working to create a more physically-based runoff model-
ing system that will be applicable to a wide range of land-
scapes. The Atmosphere-Land Exchange (ALEX) model is
the result of our efforts. It has been developed in the Soil
Science Department at the University of Wisconsin, and has
demonstrated considerable skill in reproducing surface heat
and water fluxes obtained by measurements in actual land
fields. Given a specification of vegetation and soil proper-
ties, and atmospheric boundary conditions at a given loca-
tion within a landscape, ALEX computes each of the water
flux components depicted in Figure 2 for that particular site.

Using the power of ALEX, the runoff problem can be
studied with the following experiment. A grid is defined
over a region of interest, and an execution of the ALEX
model is performed at each cell within this grid. A compli-
cation arises because the individual ALEX executions can-
not be performed independently. Water that runs off from
an ALEX execution in one grid cell will necessarily run
onto another cell in the grid and become an input to the

�

Water runoff is defined as the phenomenon of water moving (running
off) from one area to another (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Hydorlogical cycling of water

ALEX execution there; the ALEX executions must there-
fore be able to communicate with each other. In practice,
the cells are ordered and ALEX executes on them in terms
of a runoff hierarchy, such that runoff from cells at higher
elevations are computed before lower cells. This ordering
may change as the experiment progresses; for example, the
possible occurrence of ponding within the landscape can ef-
fect the order in which cells need to be processed and/or
require multiple executions on the same cell (e.g., one deal-
ing with runoff from higher cells and another, several steps
later, dealing with water accumulated because of ponding).

An experiment such as this would greatly tax the compu-
tational and data management resources of the average aca-
demic workstation computing environment. The Zoo Desk-
top Experiment Management System, however, provides a
means for realizing the experiment in a natural fashion, as
shown in the next section.

4 Zoo Management of ALEX Experiments

We first discuss how the experiment may be designed
using the appropriate Zoo modules and then how it is exe-
cuted.

4.1 Experiment Design and Setup

The experiment designer uses Opossum (the Zoo visual
schema manager) to specify the schema of the experiment,
which is then used to generate a database under Horse. The
structural parts of the experiment are captured as classes
with interconnecting relationships, while its data and con-
trol dependencies are captured as derivation rules that are
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Figure 3. ALEX Experiment Schema

associated with relationships and invoke the appropriate ex-
ternal systems.

Part of the Moose schema for the runoff experiment is
shown in Figure 3. Among its classes, three are the fo-
cal points: AlexInput describes the structure of the input
needed for one ALEX execution; AlexRun captures the ac-
tual process of executing ALEX on a grid cell (specified
through an AlexInput instance), and AlexOutput describes
the structure of the output generated from one such execu-
tion.

The data and control dependencies in this experiment co-
incide, so they are all captured through the following set
of derivation rules in the schema (not shown in Figure 3).
(1) Associated with the ‘input’ relationship of AlexRun is
the rule ”Upon creation of an AlexInput instance, create an
AlexRun instance”. This rule is expressed as a Fox ‘in-
sert’ command, and essentially requests the execution of
ALEX on a grid cell as soon as all necessary input infor-
mation about it is available. (2) Associated with the ‘out-
put’ relationship of AlexRun is the rule ”Upon creation of
an AlexRun instance, execute the ALEX model for the cor-
responding AlexInput instance and store the result as an
AlexOutput instance”. This rule is expressed as an ‘exec’
Fox command, which invokes external programs, and es-
sentially initiates the execution of ALEX. (3) Associated
with the ‘next-input’ relationship of AlexOutput is the rule
”Upon creation of an AlexOutput instance, execute the ex-
ternal program Next and store the result as an AlexInput
instance”. This rule is again expressed as an ‘exec’ Fox
command, and essentially identifies (through the external
program Next), which grid cell should be executed at any
point.

In addition to designing the experiment/schema, since

the experiment uses external programs (ALEX and Next),
one needs to specify how Turtle (the Zoo data transla-
tor) will translate between database objects and appropri-
ately formatted files needed by these programs. Turtle is
a generic module, so it needs some customized input. The
experiment designer specifies mappings between the Moose
schema designed and the input and output files required by
ALEX and Next. The resulting map-files are then stored
and used as Turtle input [1]. Currently these map-files are
specified “manually”, using a text editor, while the imple-
mentation of a visual tool, Frog, is under way.

4.2 Experiment Execution

Having designed the experiment and the interactions of
Zoo with the external systems, one is ready to execute the
runoff experiment by providing the first grid cell that should
be dealt with (as an instance of AlexInput). From then on
the following three steps are executed for as many times as
there are grid cells in the landscape:

� Create an AlexRun, pass the new AlexInput instance
to ALEX and execute it.

� Receive the output from ALEX and store it as an Alex-
Output instance.

� Execute Next to produce a new AlexInput instance.

This cycle is executed automatically based on the appropri-
ate firings of the three rules mentioned above that have been
defined in the schema. The experiment terminates when
Next decides that there are no more grid cells to deal with,
at which point it does not construct another AlexInput in-
stance. For immediate monitoring of the experiment’s sta-
tus, we have provided a visual grid that indicates how many



grid cells have been computed so far (showing the order in
which they were computed) and which one is currently be-
ing computed. Figure 4 shows a screendump from a 10 �����

grid, at a point where 27 cells have been computed and the
28th is currently processed.

Figure 4. Screendump of grid

In what follows, we briefly describe the steps that Zoo
takes to traverse the cycle above once. � After the creation
of an AlexInput instance, an AlexRun instance is created via
the execution of rule (1) in Horse. � This creation fires rule
(2). Horse sees that this is an external program invocation
and stores the name of the program (ALEX) and the Alex-
Input oid in an instance of a predefined class, Task. The
status of this task is “unscheduled”. � Emu, the experimen-
tation management unit, polls Horse periodically for new
instances in the Task class. It finds the new task, changes
its status to “in-flight”, and seeing that ALEX needs an in-
put file, sends the AlexInput oid to Turtle. � Turtle, the Zoo
data translator, queries Horse and retrieves all parts of the
AlexInput object it received. It then uses the appropriate
map-file to create an input file for ALEX. � Emu starts the
execution of ALEX and receives a notification when it fin-
ishes. It then sends to Turtle the name of the ALEX output
file for the reverse translation. � Turtle translates the data in
the output file into objects appropriate for the AlexOutput
schema and its subparts, and an AlexOutput instance inser-
tion command is sent to Horse. � Emu changes the task sta-
tus to “completed”. � Horse connects the new AlexOutput
instance to the AlexRun instance through the ‘output’ rela-
tionship. Then rule (3) is fired, and another Task instance is
created for Next. � Emu finds this new task and through the
same process initiates the execution of Next. Eventually, a
new AlexInput is created, which starts a new cycle.

During the entire execution of the experiment (as well as
afterwards, of course), scientists can use Squid, the visual
query manager of Zoo, to retrieve and visualize any data
that has been stored under the schema of Figure 3.
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